ONDARIA
Circular LED luminaire
A perfect combination
of balanced design and
pleasantly soft light.

ONDARIA

The lighting effect and the luminaire design
speak a common language. The rounded
shape is complemented by a slightly concave
opal diffuser. It is illuminated uniformly,
concealing the outlines of the light source.
An unobtrusive indirect component brightens
up the ceiling and enhances the luminaire's
three-dimensional effect.

Circular design
Allows for fully flexible
positioning in the room
Diameters: 17, 25, or 37 inches
Create uniform lighting schemes
with a variation of sizes
Softly rounded aluminum
housing
Precision crafted to be one
piece
Small indirect glow
For gentle brightening of the
ceiling and a visually reduced
housing height
Larger indirect component
Available on the Medium and
Large ONDARIA, the indirect
board achieves up to 15%
uplight
Opal, uniform luminous field
Depth effect due to concave
diffuser, no visible outlines of
light sources
Highly reflective coating inside
Increases efficiency in
combination with efficient
light sources
Luminaire functions
ONDARIA is available with
dimming, Separate Switching
(Medium and Large), and with
Standby Battery Packs
Luminaire efficiency
As high as 83 lm/W: this
maximum level is achieved
by the luminaire thanks to
efficient backlit technology

ONDARIA
Design

5 1/2"
17"

5 1/2"
25"

5 1/2"
37"

Small. Medium. Large.
ONDARIA is available with
diameters of 17, 25, and 37
inches. The circular luminaire
blends smoothly into any
interior, creating a harmonious
atmosphere. ONDARIA enhances
prestigious areas such as lobbies
and foyers, communication areas
and lounges, corridors and
staircases.

"ONDARIA combines an austere
basic geometry with soft outlines.
The luminaire's concave surface,
which is slightly recessed, creates
a special effect of three-dimensionality
and depth. The fully flexible
luminaire provides impressive
architectural versatility."

Design: Stefan Ambrozus

Pendant
The ONDARIA range can be suspended from
three delicate steel cords that either individually
connect to the ceiling, or can join into one
canopy connection. The ceiling canopy reﬂ ects
the luminaire's design.

Surface-mounted
Installed directly on the ceiling, the small
indirect component creates a major effect:
the ceiling is slightly brightened up, which
visually reduces the luminaire's height.

Recessed
Recessed into the ceiling, ONDARIA presents
itself as a luminous circle with a slightly backlit
shadow line. The recessed frame is made of
white painted aluminum.

Semi-recessed
Alternatively, ONDARIA may also be installed
to slightly protrude from the ceiling.

ONDARIA
Product Offering

Small – 17"
27W - 1767 lumens
Wattages and Output

Mounting

Large – 37"

41W 3130 lumens

133W 10384 lumens

48W 3640 lumens (direct/indirect)
85% direct/15% indirect

144W 11307 lumens (direct/indirect)
92% direct/8% indirect

Pendant, Surface, Recessed, Semi-Recessed

Color Temperature

3000K, 3500K, 4000K

Color Quality

CRI >80

Dimming

0-10V dimming or Lutron dimming

White or Custom

Finish

Options

Medium – 25"

Standby Battery Pack

Standby Battery Pack; Separate Switching/Dimming on Pendant Mount
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